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...a socially distant photo exhibit
Social distance

1: the degree of acceptance or rejection of social interaction between individuals and especially those belonging to different social groups (such as those based on race, ethnicity, class, or gender)

There is a very large body of sociological research showing that a lessening of social distance among groups typically decreases prejudice and improves the ability to understand the concerns of the “other.” — Jean Reith Schroedel

2 medical: the avoidance of close contact with other people during the outbreak of a contagious disease in order to minimize exposure and reduce the transmission of infection

If this year’s ... flu becomes more severe, additional steps may be taken to prevent spread of the virus. These include finding ways to increase social distance in classrooms, or holding outdoor classes, and utilizing distance learning methods. — Debra Winters

Merriam-Webster Dictionary
SPACED.OUT
...a socially distant photo exhibit

What does social distancing mean to you, Columbus?
The Center for Architecture and Design welcome students, professionals, and community members of all ages to submit photos of spaces altered by COVID-19 and the Black Lives Matter Movement.

share with us!

who: any resident of Columbus, OH

what: 1-2 black and white photographs(s) of altered spaces from the last 6 months.


where: use the link below to submit, image file size should not exceed 10 MB
https://forms.gle/sxN1LP2LgJxv77xw9

Submitted photos will be exhibited in the window displays at:
The Center for Architecture and Design,
50 W Town Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215

photos will also be displayed on The Center’s digital platforms:
website: https://www.columbuscfad.org/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/centercbus/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/centercbus/
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